Breast Imaging Services at DMXI
Screening & Diagnostic Mammography
Breast Ultrasound
Breast MRI
Ultrasound Directed Biopsies
Every aspect of health care is learning new things every day, but is extraordinarily true for
the field of radiology. It takes time to bring new types of imaging from the research level to
the neighborhood near you.
It takes time to learn about the different ways diseases can be detected and ways diseases
can be missed. It is most important to remember that the vast majority of breast cancer has
already been present 15 – 20 years in your breast before it is detected at a small size of less
than 1 centimeter. Science is still learning what happens to the cancer cells to make them
more dangerous, grow bigger and spread faster, whereas some cancers may hardly change at
all. There are several kinds of breast cancer and each of them behaves differently. This
presents a great challenge to the art of medicine. There are several ways to image the breast.
These include:

Mammography
Breast MRI

Ultrasound
Nuclear Imaging

Each test has strengths and weaknesses.
Please read on for a brief example of each type. Your doctor will advise you on which is
most appropriate for you given each person’s individual circumstances.

MAMMOGRAPHY:
MAMMOGRAPHY This is the most cost effective screening procedure currently
available. It can detect some cancers depending on size and it can miss cancers, especially
when small. It is the only test to detect tiny calcifications, which can be an early sign of
breast cancer. It is very good in patients whose breasts have more fat in them or have mild
to moderately dense glandular tissue. Traditional mammograms have limitations in women
whose breasts are severely dense with glandular tissue. Digital mammogram would be better
for dense breast tissue. A young woman in her teens or twenties has dense breast tissue,
which is sensitive to radiation. An alternate test such as ultrasound should be done first,
with possible mammography or breast MRI. Mammography may still need to be done.

Breast Ultrasound:
Ultrasound This is a very good test for problem solving. The density of
glandular tissue does not limit this test. This is commonly used for determining if a lump is
real, a cyst or a solid tumor. A vast majority of aspirations and biopsies are performed under
ultrasound guidance because the doctor should be able to see
the needle entering the cyst or tumor. However, sometimes
benign looking findings can turn out malignant and sometimes
even suspicious ultrasound findings thankfully turn out benign.
(Image is a simple cyst)

Breast Magnetic Resonance Imaging:
Imaging Breast MRI has been performed in Europe
for more than 30-35 years and in the United States for at least the last 12 years and under
research for another 4 years prior. Breast MRI is unaffected by the density of glandular
tissue of the breast and is not dependent on radiation. This makes it an ideal test for those
women who have increased dense glandular tissue, which would limit the mammogram. It
has great value in the evaluation of young women and would be especially important in the
woman who has a strong family history for breast cancer. Breast MRI could be used in the
evaluation of a lump or site of pain in which mammography, ultrasound, or even biopsies
have been shown to be negative for cancer. Breast MRI can be utilized in the evaluation of
breast implants for the detection of rupture. Breast MRI is also utilized to detect additional
sites of breast cancer in women already diagnosed with breast cancer, whether it is found in
the affected breast or opposite breast. A limitation of Breast MRI is that it can be difficult
to detect tiny calcifications; very small or non-vascular malignant tumors also can be
difficult to find or can appear benign.
Sometimes there is motion artifact from the
adjacent heart and from breathing. (2 Images
of Breast MRI )
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